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as always, you can use the braille
skateboarding coupon code below to get
your $5 off your order here (if youve not
used this one before then please remember
that its valid for 1 year only). with your code,
you can save up to $40 on your next back-
order! we are also including a free
skateboard bag for you to help keep your
gear safe and sound while in transit. this is a
really good gift to give to a friend or family
member that just got skateboarding. these
bags hold up to three complete skateboards
and when not in use, they fold up easily so
theyre compact and easy to store. note that
there are still a few items available in the
store that have not yet been sent, such as
the grind plates, grind wheels and the grip
tape. if you want to get your hands on a
specific item, please make sure you are at
the right place on the braille skateboarding
website as we will only be sending the items
to places where there are enough orders
placed. if you are a fan of our skateboard
podcasts, be sure to check out braille
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skateboarding's other podcast the braille
podcast in which we cover everything from
skateparks to the history of skateboarding.
that is it for this episode, stay tuned for a
chance to win a braille mat and a braille
skateboard magazine, courtesy of braille
skateboarding world in the uk! to be in the
running for this giveaway, please enter your
details in the entry form below to be entered
into a drawing to win. please note that your
details will be emailed to us and you will be
required to confirm your email address.

Skateboarding Made Simple Full Download

what better way to enjoy the outdoors and
get fit than a skateboard. i have always

loved skateboarding. i started when i was
young and just being on a skateboard was

something that i always enjoyed doing. i am
lucky to have a place to skate on a few days

a week, because it is one of the most
accessible forms of exercise. skateboarding
is great for people of all ages, people with
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disabilities, and anyone who likes to get
active. according to dictionary.com, point

out means to draw the attention of someone
to something or someone. most people dont

like to be reminded of something or
someone unpleasant. so when a friend or

family member points out something that we
dont like, the common response is to ask

why we should have to be reminded of it. its
almost like the opposite of paying it forward.
instead of simply accepting or returning the

favor, when you point out something or
someone, you involve someone who has

nothing to do with the original act of
kindness. in turn, this creates a never ending
cycle that can have a major impact. paying it
forward can be as simple as holding the door

open for the person behind you, or
something major like making a donation. if
youve ever pulled up to the drive through

just to find out someone had already
covered part of your tab, it sounds like they

were paying it forward. if you are a fan of old-
time nhl hockey, you may have gone down a
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youtube wormhole or two the last several
months binge-watching hockey highlights. it
hardly looks like todays game. grainy videos
of guys wheeling around without helmets,
goalie gear is half the size, sticks made of

some material called wood, but probably the
biggest difference is the speed of which
players motor around the ice. in todays

version, everyone can skate like the wind.
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